Black scholars have been underrepresented in Old Testament scholarship, particularly in North America, where their admittance to the guild has been relatively recent. Indeed, Charles B. Copher was only “the third African American to receive the Ph.D. in Old Testament, which he earned at Boston University in 1947.”¹ Not until 1989 did an African American woman complete a Ph.D. in Old Testament when Renita Weems graduated with her degree from Princeton Seminary.² In 1991 Cain Hope Felder declared, “There are today just a little more than thirty Black North Americans with a completed Ph.D./Th.D. in biblical studies (less than one-fifth of 1 percent in North America alone). As of this writing, there are but two African American female Ph.D.’s in New Testament and two in Old Testament.”³ The situation has improved since 1991, but the work of African American Old Testament scholars has still not been given sufficient attention within the broader scholarly guild. Moreover, although a much higher percentage of Old Testament scholars working in Africa are Black, their writings remain almost invisible to many Old Testament scholars in North America and Europe. Madipoane Masenya (ngwan’a Mphahlele) laments that “Africa is . . . a stranger in the global village, as it cannot participate as an equal partner. Hence, even within academia, resources developed in Africa are not always taken seriously, if at all, by the powerful.”⁴

This bibliography seeks to address this problem by highlighting the work of Black Old Testament scholars to encourage others to use these publications in research and teaching. The bibliography is not designed to be comprehensive, but merely to illustrate the range of scholarship available from these Black scholars. Clearly many other sources could be added to this list, and works on the Old Testament have also been written by Black scholars with advanced degrees in other fields, such as New Testament or Theology, though they are not included here. The first section omits editorial work, though a later section contains some edited collections and metastudies that are focused particularly on African, African American, postcolonial, and Womanist interpretation. At times we have swapped the order of author names in order to highlight the Black author or Old Testament scholar.

While Black interpretation exhibits some common features, these scholars are writing from a wide variety of contexts with different approaches and aims. In particular, African and North American scholarship are distinct worlds, so we have broken up the first section along those lines, categorizing scholars based on where they are currently working. However, considerable variation may also be found within those groups. The background and concerns of Afro-Caribbean scholars differ from those of African American scholars, even if both are currently teaching in the US. And the historical and cultural context for scholars in Nigeria is not the same as for those in South Africa. For this reason (and because some scholars have moved across continents), we have included the country of origin for each Black OT scholar in parentheses after their name.
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“‘That’s Why They Didn’t Call the Book Hadassah!’: The Intersect(x)ionality of Race/Ethnicity, Gender, and Sexuality in the Book of Esther.” Pages 227–50 in *They were All Together in One Place? Toward Minority Biblical Criticism*. Edited by Randall C. Bailey, Tat-siong Benny Liew, and Fernando F. Segovia. Semeia Studies 57. Atlanta: Society of Biblical Literature, 2009.
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“Servants of God(s) and Servants of Kings in Israel and the Ancient Near East.” *Semeia* 83–84 (1998): 67–82.

**Copher, Charles B. (USA)**


**Davidson, Steed Vernyl (Trinidad and Tobago).**


**Davidson, Steed Vernyl (Trinidad and Tobago), Justin Ukpong (Nigeria), and Gosnell Yorke.**
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*This Strange Story: Jewish and Christian Interpretation of the Curse of Canaan from Antiquity to 1865.* Lanham, MD: University Press of America, 2008.
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“The Balaam Figure and Type in Ancient Semitic Literature to the First Century BCE, with a Survey of Selected Post-Philo Applications of the Balaam Figure and Type.” Pages 82–147 in *SBL Seminar Papers, 1989*. Society of Biblical Literature Seminar Papers 29. Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1990.

“The Balaam Figure and Type Before, During, and After the Period of the Pseudepigrapha.” *Journal for the Study of the Pseudepigrapha* 8 (1991): 67–110.


“Jesus of Galilee and Judas the Maccabee: Hero Worship or Messianic Machinations?” Pages 67–76 in *Religion, Literature, and Society in Ancient Israel, Formative*
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Weems, Renita J. (USA)
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Collections and Meta-Studies

The Collections and Meta-Studies section contains some works that were written and edited by non-Black authors as well as by scholars from other disciplines in order to offer a broader perspective on the fields of African and African American interpretation. Two major trends
within Black interpretation are (1) liberationist or postcolonial approaches and (2) feminist or Womanist approaches. To highlight these, we have devoted separate sections to them, and we have also drawn attention to a few essays discussing the place of historical criticism within Black interpretation.
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“Balaam as Figure and Type in Ancient Semitic Literature to the First Century BCE, with a Survey of Selected Post-Philo Applications of the Balaam Figure and Type.” Pages 82–147 in *SBL Seminar Papers, 1989*. Society of Biblical Literature Seminar Papers 29. Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1990.

“The Balaam Figure and Type Before, During, and After the Period of the Pseudepigrapha.” *Journal for the Study of the Pseudepigrapha* 8 (1991): 67–110.
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______. “Revisiting the Rock: Tsur as a Translation of Elohim in Deuteronomy and Beyond.” Pages 37–51 in Text-Critical and Hermeneutical Studies in the Septuagint. Edited by...
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Nzimande, Makhosazana K. “Imbokodo Explorations of the Prevalence of Historical Memory and Identity Contestations in the Expulsion of the Nāšîm Nokriyyōt in Ezra 9–10.” Pages 269–94 in Texts, Contexts and Readings in Postexilic Literature: Explorations into
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_____. “‘Limping, Yet Made To Climb a Mountain!’ Re-reading the Vashti Character in the HIV and AIDS South African Context.” Pages 534–47 in *The Bible and Feminism*: 101
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Weems, Renita J. “Running the Race for Future Generations: Can You Handle the Faith Without the Fulfillment?” Pages 109–15 in *Blow the Trumpet in Zion: Global Vision and Action*
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Bridgeman, Valerie. “I Will Make Boys Their Princes’: A Womanist Reading of Children in the Book of Isaiah.” Pages 311–27 in *Womanist Interpretations of the Bible: Expanding the*
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Himbaza, Innocent. “Le Décalogue de Papyrus Nash, Philon, 4Qphyl G, 8Qphyl 3 et 4Qmez A.”

______. Le Décalogue et l’histoire du texte: études des formes textuelles du Décalogue et leur

______. “Le texte du Décalogue de la Septante raconte sa propre histoire.” Pages 7–27 in Le
décalogue au miroir des Pères. Edited by Rémi Gounelle and Jean-Marc Prieur.

Kemp, Joel. Ezekiel, Law, and Redefining Judahite Identity. Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck,
forthcoming.

______. “Renounced and Abandoned: The Legal Meaning of עזב in Ezek 8:12 and 9:9.”
de nomos dans le Pentateuque grec. Analecta Biblica Dissertationes 52. Rome: Biblical

Inqolobane Yesizwe: Some Remarks on Prophecy and the Torah.” Old Testament Essays

Tushima, Cephas, T. A. “A King under the Law: The Torah Promulgation and Its Subversion in

97 in The Bible in Africa: Transactions, Trajectories, and Trends. Edited by Gerald O.
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Adamo, David Tuesday. “Ebed-Melech’s Identity and His Sense of Justice (Jer. 38:1–13 and

Chebet, Dorcas. “Rereading Esther 1 & 2 for Equity and Women Leadership: A Reflection on
Gender and Leadership in the Old Testament.” Pages 56–64 in The Quest for Gender
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Jacobs, Mignon R. “Mothering a Leader: 1 King 1–2’s Portrayal of Bathsheba as a Model of
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Mommie Dearest: Biblical Mothers and Their Children. Edited by Cheryl A. Kirk-


______. “Leadership Succession Patterns in the Apostolic Church as a Template for Critique of Contemporary Charismatic Leadership Succession Patterns.” Hervormde Teologiese Studies 72, no. 1 (2016), 1–8.
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Peace and War


Themes from our Pots and our Calabashes. Edited by Madipoane Masenya (ngwan’a Mphahlele) and Kenneth N. Ngwa. Newcastle upon Tyne: Cambridge Scholars, 2018.
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_______. “Balaam as Figure and Type in Ancient Semitic Literature to the First Century BCE, with a Survey of Selected Post-Philo Applications of the Balaam Figure and Type.” Pages 82–147 in *SBL Seminar Papers, 1989*. Society of Biblical Literature Seminar Papers 29. Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1990.

_______. “The Balaam Figure and Type Before, During, and After the Period of the Pseudepigrapha.” *Journal for the Study of the Pseudepigrapha* 8 (1991): 67–110.
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